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January 2018 Segment Type
Issue Description/Topic Segment Type Date Time Duration Summary of Segment ------

public health; health care;
women's issues; education

Longform
Program 1/7/2018 5:00 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: SEGMENT 1:   Young women are at a
relatively low risk of heart attacks, but when they have one a
much greater proportion die than
among men of the same age. Surveys show young women are
often unaware of their risk and are much less likely to go to
the
emergency room when a heart attack occurs. Experts discuss. 

News

education; consumerism; health
care

Longform
Program 1/7/2018 5:15 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: SEGMENT 2:  An expert examines
how far we've come in medicine by focusing on past
practices, which lead him to conclude that doctors
in ancient Greece provided better care than those in the US
150 years ago. Interview

Mental Health, Philosophy,
History

Longform
Program 1/7/2018 5:30 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: SEGMENT 1:   In a country that seems to be
pulling away more and more every day, it can seem nearly
impossible to find time
for yourself to clear your mind and feel joy. We talk to
Douglas Abrams about the week he spent learning from two
of the world’s
spiritual leaders, His Holiness the 14th Dalai Lama and
Archbishop Desmond Tutu. Abrams shares the joy practices
and little things
that the Dalai Lama and Archbishop Tutu do daily to
experience joy regularly. Public Info



KQWB-FM

Television, Culture, Art, Criticism Longform
Program 1/7/2018 5:45 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: SEGMENT 2: The world of television has never
been busier. With more than 500 scripted shows airing in
2017, it's never been
harder to keep up with the medium. We talk to TV critic Alan
Sepinwall about staying on top of things, the trends of TV,
and one of
the great shows of the century so far, Breaking Bad. 

Longform Program

health care; workplace violence;
employment and workplace
safety; prevention; education

Longform
Program 1/14/2018 5:00 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: SEGMENT 1: Healthcare workers are
about four times more likely than other workers to be
attacked on the job, usually by patients or
family members, and most often in the emergency
department. Experts discuss how and why attacks occur, and
how hospitals and
health care workers can do a better job preventing them.

healthcare; family issues;
technology

Longform
Program 1/14/2018 5:15 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: SEGMENT 2:  Egg donation can solve
infertility, but it can be a minefield of emotional risks,
especially if the donor and recipient are
family or friends. An author/journalist who has donated twice
with vastly different results discusses the technology and
what to look
out for when approaching egg donation.

Culture, Race, Diversity,
Literature

Longform
Program 1/14/2018 5:30 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: SEGMENT 1: For decades, science fiction was a
genre written almost exclusively by white males. Now, the
genre is flourishing
with diverse voices, thanks in part to the trailblazing writer
Octavia E. Butler. Historian Gerry Canavan discusses the
obstacles
Butler faced and her legacy on one of the most popular genres
in American literature. 
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American issues, Activism,
Community Issues 

Longform
Program 1/14/2018 5:45 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: SEGMENT 2:
 The news typically shows us stories about the national
government being stuck in a gridlock on most of the big,
important issues. Sarah Van Gelder, co-founder of Yes!
Magazine, went on a trip across America to see how change
is being made at
the local level and found inspirational stories and examples of
community involvement solving big problems while paving
the way for
a better future. 

youth at risk; technology and
media; parenting issues;
education; social media

Longform
Program 1/21/2018 5:00 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: SEGMENT 1:   Smartphones have
become ubiquitous among those in their teens and older, but
there is no consensus on when children
should first get a phone. Experts discuss dangers and
cautions, and how parents can decide when the time is right
for their kids to “
get connected.”

health care; consumerism; federal
government and food regulation

Longform
Program 1/21/2018 5:15 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: SEGMENT 2:   Millions of people who
think they have allergies, asthma, and sinus problems may
actually have "silent reflux" which can
travel up the esophagus all the way to the throat and head. An
expert discusses telltale symptoms and the dietary triggers
that can
cause the disorder.
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 American Issues, City planning,
Race issues, History 

Longform
Program 1/21/2018 5:30 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: SEGMENT 1:  Cities, from New York and
Chicago to New Orleans and San Francisco, are a vital piece
of our country. We talk
about the reasons for cities, their role as cultural epicenters,
and a radical plan to stop American cities from decaying
under our very
feet. 

Psychology, Personal Behavior,
Science 

Longform
Program 1/21/2018 5:45 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: SEGMENT 2:  We like to think we’re in control
of our own actions… but are we? We talk to Dr. John Bargh,
a professor of
psychology at Yale University and author of Before You
Know It: The unconscious reasons we do what we do, to
discuss just how
much of what we do is dictated by our unconscious minds. 

health care; public health;
technology; mental illness;
interpersonal relations

Longform
Program 1/28/2018 5:00 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: SEGMENT 1: For the last several
decades, doctors have believed many mental illnesses were
the result of chemical imbalances in the
brain. However, a journalist’s investigation shows that lost
human connection, dissatisfaction, and loneliness are behind
many cases
of depression and anxiety. He explains.

health care; consumerism;
accident and injury; sports and
recreation

Longform
Program 1/28/2018 5:15 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: SEGMENT 2:  Traumatic brain
injuries, even mild ones, may produce cognitive and
personality changes months later when that “bump
on the head” has been forgotten. An expert explains these
injuries and how to prevent some of the consequences. 
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History, War, International
Relations  

Longform
Program 1/28/2018 5:30 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: SEGMENT 1:  In the last year, two movies
including Christopher Nolan’s latest blockbuster have
introduced the story of
Dunkirk to American audiences. We talk to Michael Korda, a
historian and author, who explains some of the real history,
including
why Hitler and Churchill acted the way they did throughout
the ordeal.
 

Family Issues, Marriage, Mental
Health, Problem solving  

Longform
Program 1/28/2018 5:45 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: SEGMENT 2: Maintaining a relationship or a
marriage is a wonderful thing, but sometimes it can be tricky.
We hear tips from
an expert clinical psychologist on how couples can
communicate better, understand each other more deeply, and
work through some
of the issues common in modern marriages. 
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February 2018 Segment Type
Issue Description/Topic Segment Type Date Time Duration Summary of Segment ------

youth at risk; workplace issues;
employment; business and
industry; interpersonal relations

Longform
Program 2/4/2018 5:00 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: SEGMENT 1:  Some bullies never
grow up, and just keep on bullying. Experts describe where
and how it most often occurs, what
workplace bullies are seeking, who they target, why it
continues, and what needs to happen to stop it. 

News

health care; diet and nutrition;
public health

Longform
Program 2/4/2018 5:15 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: SEGMENT 2:  Scientists are
discovering why dietary fiber is so good for us—it feeds
beneficial bacteria living in our intestines. Experts
discuss how far fiber can go to keep us healthy, and what
happens when we ignore fiber in the diet.

Interview

Literature, Culture, Phobias,
Mental health

Longform
Program 2/4/2018 5:30 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: SEGMENT 1:   Alfred Hitchcock’s “Rear
Window” is a film classic. The story of a man spying on his
neighbors and witnessing a
murder has been the inspiration for countless books and
movies. Now comes author AJ Finn’s version “The Woman
in the Window,”
which uses Hitchcock’s film as a jumping-off point to tell a
story close to Finn’s heart about the anxiety disorder
agoraphobia.

Public Info



KQWB-FM

Advertising, Media, Sales,
Business, Sports

Longform
Program 2/4/2018 5:45 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: SEGMENT 2:  The Super Bowl is the biggest
game for the NFL, but it’s also the biggest game for
advertisers. Many people who
don’t even like football tune into the game just to see the ads.
We talk to marketing specialists about how to craft a good ad,
how ads
are effectively measured and what makes an ad memorable. 

Longform Program

women’s issues; crime; legal
system; sexual harassment and
assault; gender issues; public
health and safety; employment
and workplace issue

Longform
Program 2/11/2018 5:00 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: SEGMENT 1: Women who have
suffered sexual assault and harassment are speaking out in
unprecedented numbers. Many women feel
empowered, but the movement has created confusion and
doubt as well. Experts discuss what’s on the edges of
harassment and what
makes those perpetrators more dangerous than they seem, as
well as legal hurdles to making claims stick. 

health care; public health;
consumerism; economics; federal
government

Longform
Program 2/11/2018 5:15 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: SEGMENT 2:  Many experts disagree
over the roots of the obesity crisis some 40 years ago. One
well-known expert describes why he
believes sugar is to blame, and the changes in the market and
government advisories that made sugar a much heavier part of
our
diets
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Philosophy, History, Humor,
Education

Longform
Program 2/11/2018 5:30 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: SEGMENT 1:
 Often, philosophy is so dense and hard to fully process that it
feels impossible to understand and enjoy. Thomas
Cathcart and Daniel Klein are trying to fix that problem. They
explain some of the deepest thinkers of all time, like
Immanuel Kant
or John Locke, with humor. 

  Sports, Parenting, Family Issues Longform
Program 2/11/2018 5:45 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: SEGMENT 2: How has a small town in Vermont
produced 11 Olympians since the ‘80s? New York Times
sportswriter Karen
Crouse went there to find out, and says the answer lays in the
town’s culture… and most crucially, the parenting.

youth at risk; developmental
disorders; education

Longform
Program 2/18/2018 5:00 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: SEGMENT 1:   Stuttering has been
blamed even fairly recently on parenting, but new research
has several new findings: a structural
deficiency in the brain's wiring in stutterers; an inability to
perceive rhythms; and a much more successful way to treat
stuttering.
Experts discuss the new advances.

consumerism; family issues;
mental illness

Longform
Program 2/18/2018 5:15 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: SEGMENT 2: Surveys show that most
Americans are less than happy, and seldom experience joy.
Two experts discuss how even
naturally glum people can manufacture joy. 
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Culture, Film, History Longform
Program 2/18/2018 5:30 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: SEGMENT 1: Few movies become as iconic as
Mike Nichols’s December 1967 classic, The Graduate. The
film became a
touchstone for Baby Boomers and became emblematic of the
generation’s desire to stand out from the generations before
them. We
look at some of the elements that made The Graduate so
memorable. 

Humanities, History, English,
Literature

Longform
Program 2/18/2018 5:45 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: SEGMENT 2:  Storytelling is a human impulse
that has guided civilizations as far back as we can remember.
Martin Puchner is
a scholar on the subject and takes us through the history of
writing stories down, and how those written accounts have
become so
important to our understanding of the world.

youth at risk; developmental
disorders; education; family issues

Longform
Program 2/25/2018 5:00 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: SEGMENT 1:   New research shows
that most people with ADHD have a disordered body clock
prompting disturbed sleep, sleep
deprivation, and a worsening of ADHD symptoms. Experts
discuss how fixing the body clock could lessen the impact of
both ADHD
and physical diseases that result from poor sleep.



KQWB-FM

consumerism; technology; pop
culture; health care

Longform
Program 2/25/2018 5:15 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: SEGMENT 2:  A real-life version of
the Star Trek Tricorder, a non-invasive remote medical
diagnostic machine, has won a major contest
after passing multiple tests. Now it faces FDA scrutiny to go
onto the market. Its developer discusses what the device is
and how it
could be used. 

 Mental Health, Personal issues,
Community Issues 

Longform
Program 2/25/2018 5:30 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: SEGMENT 1:
 David Adam is a reporter and author who has lived with
OCD for almost 20 years. He joins the show to explain
his disorder and clear up some common misconceptions about
the debilitating disorder.

 Family issues, Grief, Mental
health Longform

Program 2/25/2018 5:45 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: SEGMENT 2: Grief is something all humans
experience in their life. But that doesn’t make it any easier.
Author Tom
Malmquist suffered a terrible loss: his partner of 10 years
died after childbirth. This was compounded a short while later
when
Malmquist’s father died. He talks about how he processed his
grief through writing, and the hope he finds in raising his
daughter. 
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March 2018 Segment Type
Issue Description/Topic Segment Type Date Time Duration Summary of Segment ------

youth at risk; disabilities;
education; pop culture

Longform
Program 3/4/2018 5:00 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: SEGMENT 1: Autism has been
misunderstood ever since its first description in the 1940’s.
Experts describe how this misunderstanding
has drastically affected treatment of people with autism, and
how schools and other institutions might change their
approach and
understanding to improve treatment.

News

health care; youth at risk Longform
Program 3/4/2018 5:15 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: SEGMENT 2: Children suffering from
a rare disorder called cyclic vomiting may vomit for days on
end once or twice a month. Experts
describe how the disorder is often misdiagnosed and remains
difficult to treat. However, children often eventually outgrow
the
disorder as it transitions into migraine headaches. 

Interview

Education, Politics, Civic
engagement, Social sciences  

Longform
Program 3/4/2018 5:30 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: SEGMENT 1:   Students are taking an active
role in political conversations around the country. We talk to
experts about how
teachers and schools are teaching young adults to think
critically about important topics and take an active role in the
ongoing
debates. Public Info
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 Personal improvement, Self help,
Job issues, Education  

Longform
Program 3/4/2018 5:45 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: SEGMENT 2:     Why is it that the same
obstacles can cause one person to stop a pursuit and
encourage another to keep going?
The answer may lie in grit, the intangible “thing” that
encompasses someone’s passion and perseverance. 

Longform Program

youth at risk; children; public
safety; school safety; education;
police; firearms; legislation; drunk
driving  

Longform
Program 3/11/2018 5:00 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: SEGMENT 1: The rise of school
shootings has made lockdown drills an everyday part of
school life. However, without a consensus on the
best way to carry out these drills, some schools may make
them too realistic and traumatize students and staff more than
prepare
them for an intruder. A noted expert discusses how schools go
wrong and what they should do to be effective.

health care; technology; patient
safety 

Longform
Program 3/11/2018 5:15 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: SEGMENT 2:  Anesthesia is a bedrock
of medical practice, yet doctors admit we don’t know exactly
how it works. An expert discusses
anesthesia’s back story and recent improvements.

Education, Disability, Family
Issues, Childhood development

Longform
Program 3/11/2018 5:30 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: SEGMENT 1:   The right to an education is
guaranteed to all students by federal law. But experts and
parents are now
wondering if we’re doing enough to help students with autism
reach their full potentials.
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History, Diseases, Sanitation,
Public Issues 

Longform
Program 3/11/2018 5:45 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: SEGMENT 2:     We all know about the Bubonic
Plague, but fewer of us know very much about the Spanish
Flu. Author Susan
Meissner’s new novel explores the illness, and she joins the
show to discuss the disease itself, how it interacted with
World War I, and
the immense cost of the sickness.

youth at risk; alcohol abuse;
education; public health

Longform
Program 3/18/2018 5:00 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: SEGMENT 1: Studies show that a
large proportion of college students are at least occasionally
“drunkorexic,” avoiding food when they
know they’ll be drinking later in order to get a better buzz or
to keep from gaining weight. Experts discuss dangers of
drunkorexia
and methods colleges are using to limit the damage.

 health care; technology  Longform
Program 3/18/2018 5:15 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: SEGMENT 2: Big data is changing the
world, but it’s been slow in coming to healthcare. An expert
in healthcare IT explains how that’s
changing and what it could mean to treatment. 

Public safety, Guns, Schools,
Education, Politics

Longform
Program 3/18/2018 5:30 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: SEGMENT 1:  Since the shooting in Parkland,
Florida, gun reform debates have been happening all across
the country, but
researcher Adam Pah says one thing missing from the debates
are the essential data points that he says can and should be
informing
future policy decisions. 

Literature, Culture, Books, Mental
Health, Family issues

Longform
Program 3/18/2018 5:45 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: SEGMENT 2: Springtime is almost here, and
with it comes an onslaught of books. We talk to three authors
about some of the
biggest books of the year. 



KQWB-FM

homeless; housing; public health;
substance abuse & addictions;
economics; Medicaid; economics;
nonprofit organizations

Longform
Program 3/25/2018 5:00 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: SEGMENT 1:  A number of hospitals,
particularly in large cities, are beginning to develop or
operate housing units for the homeless,
finding they markedly reduce healthcare costs for this
population. Experts discuss their “housing first” approach that
does not
require people to get off addictions before they get an
apartment.

health care; technology Longform
Program 3/25/2018 5:15 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: SEGMENT 2: Lung diseases such as
COPD are difficult to treat, but a new method taking a
patient’s own stem cells, concentrating them,
and reinfusing them is showing success. An expert explains. 

Sociology, Racism, American
history, Economics  

Longform
Program 3/25/2018 5:30 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: SEGMENT 1: We talk to two experts on
sociology and racism who say that racism still exists in 2018.
We discuss what racism
looks like in our modern world and what we all can be doing
to help make the world more tolerant and less racially biased.

Sociology, Workplace issues,
Psychology, Diversity  

Longform
Program 3/25/2018 5:45 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: SEGMENT 2:   Often during a budget crunch,
music education is the first thing to go from our schools. But
we talk to two
experts who give us some insight into the many benefits that
learning music can have on our brains and how our children
develop.


